Scene It? TV Edition® by NAMCO

Product Description

Tune in to the hottest DVD game series on the planet, now playing on your phone 24/7! Access 1000+ puzzlers, including real video clips and images from Hollywood’s most memorable shows.


*For video capable handsets only.

Screenshots

Using the Application

1. How to Start Scene It? TV Edition
   Go to your game downloads and select Scene It? TV Edition by Namco.

2. How to Play Scene It? TV Edition
   From the title screen, press [OK] or the soft key labeled “Menu” to bring up the Main Menu. Select Play from the list of options. You can play the sample game in order to get a feel for all the puzzle and question types, or select an option from below.

GAME MODES –

- **Single Play:** Test your TV knowledge in 4 rounds of questions. Can you get a perfect round? A perfect game? Play multiple games in a row without a wrong answer to see how long a streak you can make!
- **Group Play:** A ‘hot-seat’ multiplayer game for 2 - 4 TV buffs. Pass the phone when prompted. When all players have completed a round, the scores are tallied and the next round begins.
- **Nonstop Play:** No rules! Play for as long as you like. Get a summary of your progress every 10 questions. See how long of a streak you can create. Play by yourself. Pass the phone around. Play it your way. The fun ends only when you want it to.
- **Miniseries:** Gives you access to the same sets of questions that your friends and neighbors are playing. All online games let you see how you stack up to all other players on the same sets of questions. Online games are updated often, and there’s always a game to suits your taste. Check back before the end of each week to see if your rank changed as more people played the same questions.
CONTROLS –

- Use the [Next / Select Softkey] to advance through screens. [OK] will also move you forward through screens.
- To select an answer, you can scroll up and down through the answer choices and select them using the [OK] key, or you can use the [1], [2], or [3] key on the number pad to select the corresponding answer.
- At times during a puzzle, you may see a left and right arrow. You can press [Left] or [Right] to reveal items such as, the question text, or picture.
- While in between questions, a [Pause Softkey] will appear. You can only pause the game between questions.

**TYPICAL CONTROLS LAYOUT**

The functionality of the [Left Softkey] and [Right Softkey] vary during different parts of the game and may vary for different handsets.

RULES AND SCORING –

There are many puzzle types, testing both your TV knowledge and your powers of observation. All questions are multiple choice. Pick the correct answer to score points. But don’t take too long! Each question is timed, and if you wait too long, you forfeit that question.

SCORING – Points are awarded for the following:

- CORRECT ANSWER – Yields 5000 points. No points are awarded for incorrect or no answers.
- TIME BONUS – Earned for time left on the clock. Perfect time (0 seconds used) yields 1000 points and the less time that is left, the fewer points you earn. If no time remains on the clock, there is no time bonus.
- STREAK BONUS – Earned for correctly answering multiple questions in an unbroken sequence. The bonus increases by 100 points with each subsequent correct answer and keeps adding up!
- PERFECT BONUS – Perfect round and perfect game bonuses are awarded if all questions are answered correctly for that round or game. A perfect bonus yields 5000 points!
- YOUR TV CREDIT – At the end of a Single Play or Group Play game, a "TV credit" will be awarded based on your performance. Can you become the Studio President, or will you be just another Critic?

OPTIONS –

The following options are available on the options menu. Pressing [OK], [Left], or [Right] will toggle each option on or off. Press [Up] and [Down] to navigate through the menu. All options are not available on every handset.

- GAME MUSIC – Turns ON / OFF the game music throughout the game.
- GAME SOUNDS – Turns ON / OFF in-game sound effects.
- VIDEO SOUNDS – This option is for video enabled handsets only. Turning this option ON will enable sound during TV Clip questions only. Some questions may require having the sound on in order to answer it.
- VIBRATION – Toggles the vibration ON / OFF. Vibration can be felt if you answer a question incorrectly.
• SCROLLING SCREEN – This option is present on most handsets. Turning this option on will make the screen backgrounds in-game scroll from top to bottom.

HIGH SCORES –
• SINGLE PLAY
  o Highest Score – This is the highest score you have achieved to date playing a Single Play game.
  o Average Score – This is an average of your last 30 games played in a Single Play game.
• ALL GAMES
  o Perfect Games – This is a count of every perfect game you have ever made.
  o Average Time Bonus – How quickly you answer determines how many points you get from the time bonus on each question. This is an average over the last 30 games you have played.
  o Total Questions Played – Are you addicted yet? This is the lifetime number of questions that you have played.
  o Correctly Answered – Related to Total Questions Played, this tracks all of the questions you have answered correctly.
  o Longest Streak – The longest streak of correct answers you have ever attained on any game mode.
  o Best TV Credit – How high up the ladder can you make it? This will tell you the best credit you have ever attained.
• MINISERIES
  o Average Percentile – This will tell you your average rating when playing games in the Miniseries category, and how many games you have played.

Tips & Tricks

• “Speed dial” your answers by pressing the number keys instead of using the highlighter.
• Answer fast! The quicker you answer correctly, the more points you receive.
• Watch the credits in TV shows! They’ll help you with Credit Roll puzzles!
• You can skip the Behind the Scene notes, but reading them can help you answer future questions.
• It’s better to take longer on a question and get it right, then to get it wrong or let time run out. You will only receive points for correct answers.

Frequently Asked Questions

Is there any way to save the game?
No, only certain Miniseries question packs have the option to save.

How often do Miniseries question packs update?
Miniseries will update on a regular basis. When starting up Scene It? TV Edition, you will receive an alert letting you know what has been updated.

Where can I try out the hardest questions?
Occasionally there will be a question pack in Miniseries that will challenge even the most intense TV buffs.

Trouble Shooting

Why can’t I hear any sound?
Go into the Options menu to toggle the sound options. If you still can’t hear sound, exit the game and check your phone’s settings and volume. The phone’s sounds may be disabled or the volume may be too low to hear the game.

How do I toggle the vibration?
Go into the Options menu to toggle the sound options. If you don’t feel any vibration after turning the vibration on, consult your phone’s manual to turn it on and off.

Namco on the Internet

For more information about this and other games by Namco, please visit www.namcogames.com.
For game-play related support inquiries please contact support-ws@namco.com.
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